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Office Chairs

S E AT I N G



PB1201 DELUXE OFFICE

Every PB1201 chair is professionally designed to provide to the natural 
curvature of the human spine. The back is a very sensitive area, bones 
and muscles are often tense and exhausted after long periods of sitting. 
The integrated headrest and armrests provide a sturdy resting spot for 
your head and arms stabilize your body in an ergonomic position. PILOT  
cutting edge design for the office seat market-seat cushion extension 
function-enables ultimate seating experience.

DELUXE DESIGN

The seat cushion is extendable up to 60 mm by 10 mm increments.



PB1101  OFFICE

PB1101 Seat cushion extension function guarantees the ultimate custom 
seating experience. With PB1101 you can often save yourself the anno-
ying neck, shoulder and other body aches common in office jobs. 
PB1101 is a seat that makes the experience of sitting more comfortable 
and healthy thanks to the subtle and detailed design and the best quality 
of the fabric the chair is made of. PILOT seats are designed by compact 
high quality product, adding to the chairs "personal comfort" feel and 
ensuring long lasting support. 

SEAT DEPTH  

The seat depth adjustment enables to access support from the chair 
back without cutting off circulation at your knees.



PB1098Q OFFICE

PB1098Q adjustability can be customized to your body, providing the 
support you need where you need it. Working while sitting with the air 
lumbar, armrests and headrest support reduces strain to your body: 
minimizes shoulder and spinal loads. Detailed design and the best 
quality of the fabric the chair is made of. 

Q FORM 

By the PB1098Q you will feel covered by experience of comfort and 
healthy design.



 

• Front tilt stop

• Cut & sew cushions
• Aluminum 5-star base

• Adjustable angle armrests

PB1201 DELUXE OFFICE

Lumbar adjustment

Adjustable armrests

Integrated headrest

Backrest adjustment

Seat cushion depth adjustment

Vinyl trim

Cloth trim

Genuine leather trim

Document box-pouch

Chrome coated legs   

Wooden legs  

 
PB1101 OFFICE

Lumbar adjustment

Adjustable armrests

Adjustable headrest

Backrest adjustment

Seat cushion depth adjustment

Vinyl trim

Cloth trim

Genuine leather trim

Document box-pouch

Chrome coated legs   

Wooden legs  

Options:

PB1098Q OFFICE

Lumbar adjustment

Adjustable armrests

Adjustable headrest

Backrest adjustment

Vinyl trim

Cloth trim

Genuine leather trim

Document box-pouch

Q form

Chrome coated legs   

Wooden legs  

Options:Options:

: Standart

: Optional




